1. Most of the times we have no water.
2. Camp Nauru is very hot, we have no fan, air conditioning in our camp.
3. Nauru is 1 minute shower in camp opc 3.
4. I want freedom in Nauru.
5. I don't like in camp.
6. I like the food in camp opc 3.
7. I don't have in their camp play soccer.
8. Thank you save the children we have a school, books air conditioning.
Good things
- school
- internet
- soccer
- save the children

Hard things
- waiting for bus
- line up for food, shower and toilet
- hot sun, no cold drink
- mosquito, IHMS no good

Weather
- rain → flood
- too hot, no air con, fan

1. in the camp is hot

Thank you save the children for school, air conditioning, soccer